
 
 
The wait is over and was worth it!  The Ascension Renaissance Series is 
HERE!  Still in the pre-order phase at Amazon the first two books were at 
the NUMBER ONE SLOT in Three categories on Thanksgiving Day in the 
USA. 
 
WE ARE SO GREAT-FULL and the Ascended Masters and Archangelic Realms 
are truly supporting this blessing! Remember! 100% of the proceeds of 
these books supports Global Minga. Receive the books and discover the 
depth of joy from serving! 

 
Volume One: The Yoga of Self-Ascension offers 20+ yrs of Self-Ascension 
Mastery discernment and understanding in just under 100 pages!  Imagine 
the support! 
Volume Two: The Four Knowns is the ESSENTIAL Ascension Primer!  A loving 
guide from the Ascended Realms supporting Abundance and Mastery 
freedom to BE the Law of Instantaneous Manifestation. 

 
Celebrating this pre-order moment the Sacred Sequences have revealed the expansion of Shanti, Bhakti & 
Ananda!  This is the moment to share the gift that keeps on giving! 
 
The Sacred Sequencing of these multi-copy gift bundles makes us strongly aware of the VAST UNIVERSAL 
SUPPORT that is making this happen. We are so great-full and filled with so much JOY for YOU… we would like 
to share even more! 
 
Three sacred sequence packages are yours to claim along with THREE BONUS expansion gifts!  Claim your gifts 
by sending your receipt from Amazon showing the purchase of BOTH volumes in one of the following amounts 
and we will send your gifts to you ASAP!  There is a catch!  You must get your sacred bundle by December 03! 

 
 

Select your Sacred Sequence bundle,  and claim up to ALL three gifts as 
our THANK YOU … WE LOVE YOU! 

 

 
 
 



Sacred Sequence Bundles of JOY! 
Filled to the brim with Inspiration, Love, Abundance, and a few surprises! 

 
I AM ONE with the Universe! 
Five book Bundle.   
Each volume is $2.99.  The 2-volume Bundle is $5.98 
 
Your Five book bundle is only $29.90 and packed with blessings! 
This Sacred Sequence arrives as the TWO + the INFINITE 
I AM…ONE …with the universe. Ready to claim eternal presence. 
 
To assist the year ahead to be the BEST EVER…when you send your 
receipt from Amazon showing your purchase of the Five book bundle you 
will receive and excusive invitation to the December 13, 2022 LIVE 
Author’s reading and Expanded Sharing!!! 

 
 
I AM…an ANGEL IN FORM 
10 book Bundle.  
Your wondrous bundle is only $59.80 and EXPANDS the LOVE! 
This sacred Sequence is 22 plus the infinite! Literally the voice of the 
Archangelic Realm affirming YOU…as the Angel in Form…now! 
 
In addition to the Invitation ONLY Live Author's Reading and Expanded 
sharing on December 13, 2022!   You will also receive the ALL NEW UP-
leveled 2023 Mastery Planner! Including: Mastery Sacred Sequencing Up-
level Key Dates, 2023 Annual Energy Flows ,Ascended Numerology Yearly 
Calendar, MARS - Moon dates - Mercury Retrogrades &  More! 
 

 
I AM…the Law of Instantaneous Manifestation in Mastery Motion 
20 book Bundle  
The Power of the 17 + the infinite….ignites Divine Mastery 
presence as the assured expansion of the I AM …as YOU 
ARE…Mastery presence! 
 
At only $119.60 for the bundle the Universe is CALLING and we are 
here to support your expansion! 
 
With this bundle you will receive the ALL NEW 2023 MASTERY 
PLANNER, the Live Author's Reading and Expanded sharing on 
December 13, 2023!   
 

PLUS!  A 50% discount for a live reading/healing with either Sri or Kira!  Your reading will be booked in 
January as the PERFECT self-love experience to get ready for the S.T.O.R. M. 


